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the rough guides snapshot canada vancouver and vancouver island is the ultimate travel guide to this area of canada it leads you through the region with reliable
information and comprehensive coverage of all the sights and attractions from scenic vancouver across the georgia strait to victoria and the great outdoors of
vancouver island and the pacific rim national park or along the picturesque sea to sky highway to whistler detailed maps and up to date listings pinpoint the best
cafés restaurants hotels shops bars and nightlife ensuring you make the most of your trip whether passing through staying for the weekend or longer the rough
guides snapshot canada vancouver and vancouver islandcovers vancouver the sunshine coast the sea to sky highway whistler the cariboo victoria the southern gulf
islands hwy 14 victoria to port renfrew hwy 1 victoria to nanaimo from nanaimo to port alberni pacific rim national park reserve northern vancouver island also
included is the basics section from the rough guide to canada with all the practical information you need for travelling in and around vancouver and vancouver
island including accommodation transport food drink costs health and outdoor activities also published as part of the rough guide to canada the rough guides
snapshot canada vancouver and vancouver islandis equivalent to 130 printed pages world renowned tell it like it is guidebook discover canada with this
comprehensive entertaining tell it like it is rough guide packed with comprehensive practical information and our experts honest and independent
recommendations whether you plan to do snowboarding in whistler go whale watching off the spectacular coasts hike through the canadian rockies or marvel at the
niagara falls the rough guide to canada will help you discover the best places to explore sleep eat drink and shop along the way features of the rough guide to
canada detailed regional coverage provides in depth practical information for each step of all kinds of trip from intrepid off the beaten track adventures to chilled
out breaks in popular tourist areas regions covered include toronto ontario montreal quebec newfoundland and labrador the prairie provinces the maritime
provinces the canadian rockies the bc interior vancouver and the north honest independent reviews written with rough guides trademark blend of humour honesty
and expertise and recommendations you can truly trust our writers will help you get the most from your trip to canada meticulous mapping always full colour with
clearly numbered colour coded keys find your way around quebec newfoundland and many more locations without needing to get online fabulous full colour
photography features a richness of inspirational colour photography including the atmospheric helmcken falls in british columbia and dramatic hopewell rocks
coastline in nova scotia things not to miss rough guides rundown of the canadian rockies vancouver toronto and montreal s best sights and top experiences
itineraries carefully planned routes will help you organise your trip and inspire and inform your on the road experiences basics section packed with essential pre
departure information including getting there getting around accommodation food and drink health the media festivals sports and outdoor activities culture and
etiquette shopping and more background information comprehensive contexts chapter provides fascinating insights into canada with coverage of history religion
ethnic groups environment wildlife and books plus a handy language section and glossary about rough guides rough guides have been inspiring travellers for over
35 years with over 30 million copies sold globally synonymous with practical travel tips quality writing and a trustworthy tell it like it is ethos the rough guides list
includes more than 260 travel guides to 120 destinations gift books and phrasebooks there are three park systems in saskatchewan regional provincial and national
all provide wonderful recreational opportunities to virtually every community in the province cincinnati magazine taps into the dna of the city exploring shopping
dining living and culture and giving readers a ringside seat on the issues shaping the region marketing strategy for maximum return for large small businesses
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information and comprehensive coverage of all the sights and attractions from scenic vancouver across the georgia strait to victoria and the great outdoors of
vancouver island and the pacific rim national park or along the picturesque sea to sky highway to whistler detailed maps and up to date listings pinpoint the best
cafés restaurants hotels shops bars and nightlife ensuring you make the most of your trip whether passing through staying for the weekend or longer the rough
guides snapshot canada vancouver and vancouver islandcovers vancouver the sunshine coast the sea to sky highway whistler the cariboo victoria the southern gulf
islands hwy 14 victoria to port renfrew hwy 1 victoria to nanaimo from nanaimo to port alberni pacific rim national park reserve northern vancouver island also
included is the basics section from the rough guide to canada with all the practical information you need for travelling in and around vancouver and vancouver
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world renowned tell it like it is guidebook discover canada with this comprehensive entertaining tell it like it is rough guide packed with comprehensive practical
information and our experts honest and independent recommendations whether you plan to do snowboarding in whistler go whale watching off the spectacular
coasts hike through the canadian rockies or marvel at the niagara falls the rough guide to canada will help you discover the best places to explore sleep eat drink
and shop along the way features of the rough guide to canada detailed regional coverage provides in depth practical information for each step of all kinds of trip
from intrepid off the beaten track adventures to chilled out breaks in popular tourist areas regions covered include toronto ontario montreal quebec newfoundland
and labrador the prairie provinces the maritime provinces the canadian rockies the bc interior vancouver and the north honest independent reviews written with
rough guides trademark blend of humour honesty and expertise and recommendations you can truly trust our writers will help you get the most from your trip to
canada meticulous mapping always full colour with clearly numbered colour coded keys find your way around quebec newfoundland and many more locations
without needing to get online fabulous full colour photography features a richness of inspirational colour photography including the atmospheric helmcken falls in
british columbia and dramatic hopewell rocks coastline in nova scotia things not to miss rough guides rundown of the canadian rockies vancouver toronto and
montreal s best sights and top experiences itineraries carefully planned routes will help you organise your trip and inspire and inform your on the road experiences
basics section packed with essential pre departure information including getting there getting around accommodation food and drink health the media festivals
sports and outdoor activities culture and etiquette shopping and more background information comprehensive contexts chapter provides fascinating insights into
canada with coverage of history religion ethnic groups environment wildlife and books plus a handy language section and glossary about rough guides rough guides
have been inspiring travellers for over 35 years with over 30 million copies sold globally synonymous with practical travel tips quality writing and a trustworthy tell
it like it is ethos the rough guides list includes more than 260 travel guides to 120 destinations gift books and phrasebooks
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